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4EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The engagement ‘‘Promoting Credible, Free and Fair Elections in the Niger Delta’’ funded by the MacArthur Foundation 
was initiated to support credible elections and citizens participation in the electoral process in the region. Implemented 
in two communities in each of Rivers, Bayelsa and Delta States, it was a pilot of a format that could be replicated in more 
Niger Delta communities.

The engagement set out to address the problem of apathy and how it creates the chance for manipulation of the electoral 
process and emergence of unpopular, unresponsive government and public office holders, a situation common in the 
Niger Delta that contributes to the region’s slow development. To achieve the overall goal, carefully designed activities 
were implemented to encourage participation and equip the electorate with capacity to protect their mandate. Activities 
implemented were: community level civic and voter education events; live radio town halls; political participation and 
mandate protection trainings; gender inclusiveness discussions; trainings for election observers; and election observation.

The engagement recorded some successes: interest in the electoral process and willingness to participate increased; 
widespread ignorance sustaining apathy was corrected considerably; community cohesion was built as a veritable 
approach to mandate protection; gender sensitiveness and women participation improved; persons outside the focus 
communities were sensitised through the live radio events; citizens gained skills in election observation and formed part 
of a network of observers for subsequent election observation duties in the Niger Delta.         

Torfinn, S (Photographer). Nigeria, Port Harcourt, 2001 
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THE NIGER DELTA - POLITICAL CONTEXT 

The Niger Delta is of enormous importance to the Nigerian federation. Besides its huge oil and gas reserves from which 
about 80% of the country’s national earnings is derived, the region has a rich eco-system and untapped non-oil resources 
that visionary government administrations at the local, state and federation levels can harness to provide development 
for the region that is renowned as one of the poorest in the world in spite of its wealth. 

The region has been in conflict since the discovery and exploration of petroleum in the 1950s due to poor extractive industry 
practices. The situation is compounded by irresponsible governance especially by state government administrations in 
the region. Corruption and maladministration created mass unemployment and reliance on government placements and 
political patronage for self-sustenance. Growing unemployment coupled with environmental degradation and economic 
dislocation escalated the conflict to armed insurgency that led to the amnesty process now in place.

Photograph taken from panoramio.com
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THE ROLE OF POLITICIANS, CITIZENS AND ELECTION MANAGEMENT BODIES (EMBS)

Because of the nature of governance in the region and the struggle by political elites to seize and control the organs 
of governance for personal purposes, elections have characteristically been far below democratic expectations. While 
electoral fraud features prominently in Nigeria’s electoral history, it has been remarked that 16 years since the enthronement 
of the present democratic dispensation, the Niger Delta has had instances of electoral fraud that surpass the national 
average. The Chairman of Nigeria’s National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) Dr. Chidi Odinkalu in 2014 remarked that:

The South-South Region [Niger Delta] has been the epicentre of electoral fraud…since 1999…the South-South 
[Niger Delta] produces the highest turnout and highest margins in all elections…

According to him, the assertion derived from thorough research undertaken by a team at the NHRC. His opinion corroborates 
that of the European Union Election Observer Mission which noted that “the high turnout rates for the Niger Delta region 
– Akwa Ibom State 83%, Bayelsa State 96%, Delta State 76%, Rivers State 80%– [in the 2007 general elections] are 
highly implausible, particularly given the credible reports of low voter turnout from those states”. This concern has been 
expressed by different observer groups following elections in the region. The Elections of 2011 followed in the same order.

Contributing to the situation is widespread apathy due mainly to dissatisfaction with government over failure to attend 
to citizens’ welfare; poor political enlightenment and capacity to participate in the electoral process; poor demand for 
electoral accountability and accountability from government officials; violence during elections; and loss of faith in the 
integrity and impartiality of the electoral umpires, who have themselves been alleged to have aided the bungling of 
elections in the region. The result has been a cycle of fraud-fraught elections and leaders lacking legitimacy.   

THE GAP   

In attempting to address the situation, efforts have focused more on advocacy for process and institutions restructuring to 
reduce the likelihood and ease of perpetrating electoral malpractices. As important as that is, it will not make significant 
changes unless it is complemented with building citizens’ interest in governance and strengthening their capacity to 
participate in the electoral process. The logic is that because citizens are disinterested in the political process and remain 
aloof, efforts to restructure institutions and the processes of their performance will not yield appreciable results because 
of the absence of a virile citizenry in constant demand for adherence to acceptable procedures. That is why in seeking 
to promote credible, free and fair elections in the Niger Delta, the engagement set out to fill the gap by giving greater 
attention to strengthening the capacity of citizens while engaging with relevant stakeholders and institutions.

THEORY OF CHANGE

The engagement was implemented with the logical persuasion that if citizens’ interest in the electoral process is 
reawakened and their capacity is improved to enable them participate in the electoral process, elections will increasingly 
be credible, free and fair in the Niger Delta.   
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PILOT COMMUNITIES SELECTION AND SCOPING

SDN and Centre LSD personnel working on this engagement met in Abuja and Port Harcourt to deliberate on the pre start-
up phase of the project. At these meetings, the objectives of the engagement were reviewed and several communities 
were evaluated for possible selection as pilots based on the following:

• Present levels of cohesion in the community
• Background information on prior election experiences
• Location – with rural areas prioritized due to their increased vulnerability to election rigging
• State level context – conditions vary significantly from state to state
• Risk issues – including local risks of political violence or conflict

From this process, six communities were chosen, namely:

• Orazi - Obio-Akpor LGA, Rivers State
• Kpite - Tai LGA, Rivers State
• Oporoma - Southern Ijaw LGA, Bayelsa State
• Kaiama - Kolokuma Opokuma LGA, Bayelsa State
• Bomadi - Bomadi LGA, Delta State
• Orogun - Ughelli North LGA, Delta State

Thereafter, introductory visits were made to the six (6) communities. Preliminary baseline questions were asked to 
ascertain current levels of community participation and perception of the electoral process. During the initial visits, the 
communities were receptive. They expressed willingness to be part of the engagement. 

However, during a follow up meeting, members of Orazi community reneged on their previous acceptance and willingness 
to participate. They informed the team that a livelihood project with tangible benefits would be more appreciated by the 
community. Erema community in Ogba/Egbema/Andoni LGA was selected as replacement for Orazi community after the 
people demonstrated willingness to participate.
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DEMOGRAPHICS AND POLITICAL HISTORY OF ENGAGED COMMUNITIES

KPITE
Kpite is a community in Tai LGA of Rivers State. It is the traditional headquarters of the Tua-tua kingdom in in Ogoniland. 
It is bordered on the West by Korokoro and Ueken communities; on the South by Deken; Botem and Kira communities on 
the North, Horo and Koroma  on the East. Based on the 1991 census, the population of Kpite is put at 6,000. Their major 
source of livelihood is Crop farming (Yam, Cassava) and their dominant language is the Ogoni dialect known as ‘TEE’.
Kpite is a politically relevant community in the LGA. Because it is the seat of the Tua-tua kingdom it has great political 
influence over its neighbours and within the Ogoni ethnic area. The community had experienced political apathy. It was 
severely impacted by the general Rivers State political crisis leading up to the 2015 elections as some deaths and injuries 
were recorded when the divides struggled for supremacy.

EREMA
Erema is one of eight (8) communities that make up the ‘Egi Clan’ in Ogba-Egbema-Ndoni LGA of Rivers State. It is located 
on the Southern axis of the clan and has an estimated 69,000 population. It is bordered on the North by Obeibe and 
Okukegi communities; on the South by Ihugbogi community; on the East by Itu community and on the West by Ihuaja and 
Abarikpo communities. As one of the major oil producing communities, Erema community is a host to Total Exploration 
and Production Company Limited and oil servicing companies. The Erema People are predominantly subsistent farmers, 
traders and civil servants. Their language is ‘Ogba’, believed to be derived from the Ikwerre language.

Erema community has a retinue of political gladiators across the tiers and arms of government in Rivers State and Nigeria, 
and this might have accounted for the heightened political competition and the resultant security challenges experienced 
in the area that reached its highest point in 2015.

KAIAMA
Kaiama community is the headquarters of Kolokuma/Opokuma LGA in Bayelsa State. It is famous for the widely 
documented 1998 ‘Kaiama Declaration’ which set the stage for the latest agitations for resource control/fiscal federalism 
by the Niger Delta people. The acclaimed Niger Delta revolutionary Major Jasper Isaac Adaka Boro hailed from Kaiama.  
The community is bordered by Odi, Sampou and some communities in Opokuma Clan. The primary dialect of the people 
is ‘Kolokuma’ of the Izon language family. Their major sources of livelihood are fish/crop farming, trading and civil service.
The community is one success case where some efforts at mandate protection had produced results. In the elections that 
have held since 1999 they have attempted to be the final deciders of who emerges their leaders but their efforts have 
faced constant threats by desperate politicians who use force to thwart the people’s will. As a result, momentum was 
slowing down.

OPOROMA
Oporoma community is the headquarters of Southern Ijaw LGA in Bayelsa State. It is one of the major riverine communities 
in the state. Its population is over 10,000. The people speak the Izon language. The community is a major oil producer. It 
hosts Shell’s River Nun Flow Station that has been operational for about three decades.

Oporoma has been a hotbed for politically related violence because of its strategic position as LGA headquarters. Every 
election cycle since 1999 has witnessed clashes involving mostly non-indigenes of the community who converge on the 
community every election season. Campaigns, distribution of electoral materials, collation and announcement of election 
results that take place in the community are always greeted with violence that in many cases results in injuries and 
death. This, coupled with neglect by successive local and state government administrations, set in disinterest in political 
participation.     
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BOMADI
Bomadi town is located in Bomadi LGA of Delta State. It lies on the bank of the Forcados River. It is made up of eleven 
communities, namely: Ogriagbene, Esynma, Akugbene, Bomadi, Kpakiama, Ekamuta-gbene, Azebiri, Ogodobiri, Okoloba 
and Kalafuo-gbene. It has a population of 86,644 according to the 2006 population census.

Bomadi has a chequerd history of hostilities after the Kaiama declaration of 1998. As was the case with other places with 
youth restiveness, Bomadi has its violent youth group known as “Meinbutu Boys”. This group was part of the Niger Delta 
youth that militarized the struggle to develop their backward environment and to secure greater control of oil revenue 
derived from the region. The activities of this militant group have serious implications on peace and security in the local 
government including kidnapping, election rigging and other security challenges. 

The conduct of elections in the past in the Local Government has been challenging especially as a result of the activities 
of Meinbutu Boys used by political leaders who are usually associated with violent conduct during elections. Elections in 
the area are characterized by high level of rigging.

OROGUN
Orogun is one of the largest of the seven kingdoms that make up Ughelli North LGA in Delta State. It has a population of 
about 86,000 from the 2006 population census. It has nineteen sub-communities namely: Otorho, Igbuku, Obodeti, Ebor, 
Aragba, Emonu, Orhomuru, Ugono, Okuruno, Sanubi, Ovara-Unukpo, Ovara-Umusu, Erhobaro, Onyobru, Idjerhe, Imodje, 
Orhokpokpo, Oku-Idiovwa and Okpe. They are Urhobo speaking people. The community is rich in oil and gas and plays 
host to the Nigerian Petroleum Development Company (NPDC).The main occupations of the people are farming, fishing 
and trading.
 
The community is a highly politically conscious one having produced a Deputy Governor as far back as 1979 and an array 
of heavy weight politicians that are in different political blocks. The community has also produced four gubernatorial 
candidates in past elections thus elections are viewed as a serious business in the community. The community has a 
history of violent elections and wholesale rigging. From records and interactions with citizens the people it was established 
that in the 2003 and 2007 elections, citizens were short out of the voting processes as electoral materials were taken to 
the home of some politicians for mass thumb-printing and documentation of results.
 
Apart from the 2011 elections where there was some semblance of participation, elections in the community are often 
carried out without the participation of the people. There have also been reports of violent clashes during elections 
leading to maiming and destruction of lives and property arising from disagreement between different political interest 
groups

Before the trainings your organization came to do in my community, I had little knowledge of rights of citizens 
and electoral offences. I didn’t even know anything like mandate protection. It was more like ‘’take am as you 
see am’’ in Kpite. During elections, people hardly go out. I have only voted once in my life. I stay in my house 
because I don’t trust the system. I did not believe that my vote mattered. Many of us feel the same way.

But during and after the trainings, I understood that the we have more power than we were made to believe 
because whatever we didn’t like in the system we could change by casting our votes and protecting our ballots 
instead of selling it out for a few hundreds or thousands of Naira. I learnt that if our leader is not there because 
we voted for him legitimately, he will not be accountable to us. He does not owe us because we had sold our 
mandate.  I have decided that my vote must count in the next election. I will go out on the day of the election, I 
will vote and stay back with others till the end. Till we see the result pasted in my unit. I have also told all family 
members and friends to do same. Things don change!

                                                                                                                                MGBONU KELECHI – EREMA
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TARGET GROUPS AND STAKEHOLDERS
They were the Community leaders, Community Based Organizations, Faith Based Organizations, men, women and youth, 
civil society groups, political parties, National Orientation Agency, and the Independent National Electoral Commission.

IMPLEMENTATION METHODOLOGY
The methodology rested on four pillars - cohesion and local ownership, participation in activities, gender inclusiveness 
and commitment to mandate protection approach.

COHESION AND LOCAL OWNERSHIP
Benefitting communities were selected for the pilot based on proven cohesion and   willingness to own and support 
the engagement

PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES
Activities were participatory as community members were encouraged to drive discussions with practical examples 
of how to apply the knowledge and skills gained.

GENDER INCLUSIVENESS
Women participation in every stage of the engagement was emphasised. Also, men were encouraged to make 
conscious efforts to support greater women involvement both during the engagement and in regular community 
events.

COMMITMENT TO MANDATE PROTECTION
The engagement was premised on mandate protection as a feasible approach to promoting credible elections. All 
activities implemented were therefore linked with making informed electoral choices and taking practical steps to 
ensure outcomes reflect choices made. Communities were required to commit to this approach.

The women in Oporoma community are not really interested in participating in politics. What interested us was 
the money, food items and other goodies the politicians give to us during campaigns. In fact we used to fight 
each other to get a bigger share! Those of us who want to vote, usually vote for the candidate chosen by the 
chiefs or our husbands. We were largely ignorant and nonchalant toward politics and elections.

However, SDN came with their trainings and we were told that it is our duty to join the men in politics. That it 
will benefit us and our children. We were also taught that if we unite, we can be very powerful in our community 
when it comes to politics. We can demand for a better life for us and our children. So instead of fighting for the 
small change and materials the politicians bring once in four years, we have decided to use our votes to decide 
our future. It now clear that our choices will not only affect us and our children but also our children’s children if 
we continue selling off our votes when we can change things. We have mobilized ourselves and decided to do 
the right thing to chase these people when they come with their food stuff and money in exchange for our votes. 
We will vote for the politician that has our interest at heart. 

                                                                                                                                  EGBERIBIM EBIKEDOUMINI 
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OBJECTIVE ONE: PILOT COMMUNITIES DEMONSTRATE MANDATE PROTECTION METHODS THAT SECURE THEIR 
RIGHTS TO VOTE WITHOUT INTERFERENCE IN 2015 ELECTIONS

To achieve this objective, the following activities were carried out:

• First Community Empowerment/Election Education Events
• Outreach to Election Management Bodies on voter education and community empowerment
• Training on Civic and Voter Education
• Community Empowerment Guide

FIRST COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT/ELECTION EDUCATION EVENTS

Following the initial community scoping, town hall meetings were organized in the six selected communities to educate 
the people on the importance of protecting their mandate and fully participating in the electoral process. Over 600 
persons benefited from these election education events. Women and girls made up about 40% of the participants. The 
rationale for this was that during the initial scoping it was ascertained from community residents that over the years their 
involvement in the electoral process had been rudimentary at best- participation in party campaigns and limited voting 
due largely to poor knowledge and lack of confidence in the electoral process and a general malaise of the concept of 
civic duty and responsibility to the state. 

Most impacted were the women folk. Added to the general impediments are the hindrances engendered by culture. 
Long standing practices have made it seem like women should not expand their political participation beyond taking part 
in campaigns and voting during elections. Women aspiring for elective positions are routinely discouraged or unfairly 
opposed by the male folk. This invariably leads to the usurpation of the people’s mandate by mostly male politicians who 
show little or no responsibility to the electorate.

Community folks who attended the town hall were made to understand that it is their right as citizens to demand 
development and get their demand attended to, but this can only happen if they ensure that only persons they elect 
make it to government positions. Those present were also asked to comment on and make input into the draft Civic and 
Voters Education manual which was later used to train selected individuals in the community. The aim was to ensure that 
the local peculiarities - challenges in the processes, procedures and the conduct of elections were accurately portrayed 
and addressed in the manual. Participants were divided into groups to review sections of the manual and make inputs 
reflecting the local context. The group presentations further enriched the training manual.

Community engagements were participatory and stimulating 
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OUTREACH TO EMBs ON VOTER EDUCATION AND COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT 

Informing and getting the relevant EMBs in Rivers, Bayelsa and Delta states to participate, to varying extents in the 
engagement, was key to its success. During the implementation of the project, several meetings were held with various 
staff of the INEC in the three states. The Electoral Commissions in Rivers - Rivers State Independent Electoral Commission 
(RSIEC) and Delta - Delta State Independent Electoral Commission (DSIEC) were also visited as they were relevant to the 
community engagement work. Correspondence with the INEC headquarters in Abuja was also maintained.

The outreach to the EMBs during the project aimed at getting key officials to provide relevant and up to date information 
on the electoral process, guidelines and their implementation. Official representation at the appropriate community 
engagements and the live radio town halls was also sought from the EMBs. Also, the engagements ensured improved 
linkages between civil society and the EMBs which strengthened preparation for election observation in the states.

TRAINING ON CIVIC/VOTER EDUCATION AND MANDATE PROTECTION

The Civic/Voter Education and Mandate Protection training was implemented to help voters understand their duties and 
responsibilities going into the 2015 elections, how they can better participate in the elections, protect their votes and 
set foundations for demanding accountability in governance. A training manual was developed to be used by facilitators 
during the community trainings and to be shared with other civil society organisations.

GUIDE ON CIVIC/VOTER EDUCATION

The manual is a basic training guide for CSOs and other stakeholders interested in building the capacity and conscientizing 
individuals and communities on their basic civic duties and electoral processes. It also includes a module on mandate 
protection which ties in the How to Protect your Vote guide. 

COMMUNITY EMPOWERMENT/VOTER GUIDES

Developed by the SDN Elections team, the How to Protect 
Your Vote guide and the Election Education Handbills provide 
communities and individuals the tools and knowledge of how to 
protect their mandate during elections. It deals with pre-election 
issues like the registration (CVR), collection of PVCs, community 
relations with key stakeholders amongst others. It highlights 
practical steps to ensure credible, free and fair elections at the 
community level. Other handbills produced include:

• 3 Easy Ways to Check That You are Registered to Vote 
  in the 2015 Elections
• How to Transfer your Registration to a New Location
• How can Communities Prepare to Manage Tensions on 
  Election Day?
•Community Action to Protect Your Vote on Election Days 2015
• Emergency Steps for Community Members in case of    
  an Incident on Election Day
• The Benefits of the National Voters’ Register for Nigeria
• What to do if you have Permanent Voters’ Card 
   (PVC) Wahala
• Electoral Offences and Penalties
• How to Vote on Election Day

INEC

HOW TO PROTECT YOUR VOTE
EASY STEPS FOR COMMUNITIES TO HELP ENSURE 
FREE AND FAIR ELECTIONS IN 2015
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COMMUNITY TRAININGS

The training on Civic/Voter Education and Mandate Protection was a follow-up to initial sensitization engagements on the 
2015 general elections. The training took place in the six communities with over 720 participants, many of whom became 
acquainted with their duties to the government, fellow citizens and government’s responsibility to citizens. This was 
possible because of the well-articulated modules on civic education. The modules on voter education were very timely. 
Participants learnt how to take advantage of every election cycle to lay hold on the governance structure by coming out 
to vote and ensuring that their votes make a difference. They were also given recommendations on how they can as 
communities collectively protect their mandate.

At the training, the different educational materials were shared to reinforce what had been taught. Also distributed were 
copies of the Mandate Protection Guide which is designed for use by communities as a collective body.

This series of activities deepened the citizen’s knowledge on their role as critical stakeholders in making elections in the 
Niger Delta free, fair and credible. It has also further strengthened their resolve to play active roles in ensuring that the 
process for the emergence of elected leaders during 2015 elections was based strictly on the will of the people.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED

Participants demonstrated they understood what was taught
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OBJECTIVE TWO: SHARING OF MANDATE PROTECTION TRAINING EXPERIENCES LEADS TO REPLICATION IN OTHER 
COMMUNITIES IN 2015 AND SUBSEQUENT ELECTIONS

A cursory look at the political context of the Niger Delta would reveal that the issues and challenges faced by communities 
in the region are not too dissimilar. Though there might be cases where communities are faced with unique problems, 
more often than not, their political experiences and challenges are analogous. This thus led to a base assumption of the 
project that positive mandate protection training experiences from the pilot communities, if shared, can contribute to its 
replication in other communities.

To this end SDN/Centre LSD used the radio (roundtables and jingles), formal and informal (social media) networks to 
share relevant experiences, mandate protection techniques, civic and voter education, and other useful information to 
the benefit of other communities in the region.

LIVE RADIO TOWN HALL ENGAGEMENTS

A Live Radio Town Hall was organised in each of Rivers, Bayelsa and Delta states. The interactive Radio Town Halls 
were an excellent blend of direct participation from invited speakers and guests in the room, the wide range of radio 
listeners and social media (Twitter and Facebook) followers. The events were themed ‘‘Promoting Credible, Free and 
Fair Elections’’. The following sub-themes were addressed: Practical Voter Education and Election Outcomes; Building 
a Culture of Political Participation; Women and Political Participation; The Youth and the Political Space; and Mandate 
Protection Measures.

Partnership agreement was reached with Nigeria Info FM Port Harcourt to host the Rivers edition of the event which 
brought together different stakeholders - politicians, CSOs, security agencies, and community leaders amongst others to 
deliberate on the real issues affecting people of the state, set performance targets for political aspirants which citizens 
would use to hold them to account when in public offices and share mandate protection experiences that could ensure 
credible free, and fair elections in the state. It also served as an opportunity for community leaders to bring to the fore 
issues affecting their communities and share with those who aspired lead the state beginning from 2015. Civil society 
organizations also made contributions.

The Bayelsa and Delta events had in attendance representatives of the Independent National Electoral Commission 
(INEC), National Orientation Agency (NOA), community representatives, Civil Society Organisations, women and youth 
groups, Persons with Disability (PWD), and the media. Guest speakers spoke on the sub-themes. Royal FM 95.5 Yenagoa 
and J FM 95.1 Warri provided live radio broadcasts in Bayelsa and Delta states respectively. 

As we found, it was the first time a voter education event was delivered in that format in both States. The approach was to 
have a small audience in the hall to engage the speakers in discussions while a wider audience listened on radio. It is an 
approach SDN adopted in previous roundtable events on Education and Access to Energy. It has been effective in having 
sound discussions and reaching wider audience.

Going forward, the relative success of the events provides a foundation and reference point for future engagements 
with political actors in the three states. It also would contribute to changing the narrative from mudslinging and character 
assassinating political campaigns to issue based campaigns clearly highlighting the plans of aspirants and why they 
deserve the votes and support of the electorate.
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RADIO MESSAGING AND JINGLES 

The team featured on ‘‘The Rivers I Want’’, a two-hour bi-weekly talk-back radio programme on 92.3 Nigeria Info PH, 
which focused on the Rivers political scene and relevant national issues. The programme ran for the six-month period 
leading up to the 2015 Elections. It was largely participatory because of its relevance, as it provided a hub for information 
dissemination and feedback from the audience. It thus provided an opportunity to reach out to mass audience with our 
voter education messages.

Jingles on voter education and mandate protection were also developed and aired repeatedly on radio stations in the 
three states. The jingles were in English and Pidgin. The jingles aired three times daily, two weeks before the Presidential 
and National Assembly elections and one week to the Gubernatorial and State Houses of Assembly elections.
 

ELECTIONS- COLLABORATION, PREPARATION, TRAINING AND OBSERVATION

Well observed elections are more likely to have minimal incidents of electoral fraud and subversion. Political actors, 
electoral staff and security agents who may want to subvert the process are more likely to refrain if observers and 
monitors are out in good numbers closely following the process. For this reason, the engagement mobilised and deployed 
observers to cover the staggered elections in Ekiti, Osun and Delta states as well as the 2015 general elections in the 6 
project communities.

TRAINING FOR CITIZEN OBSERVERS

For effective election observation, knowledge of the election area is important. As we have garnered over the years 
observing elections, observers are often handicapped by strangeness to the environment where they observe elections. 
In places with history of electoral violence, observers would easily withdraw for fear of attack even though there is no 
actual threat. To overcome this challenge, the strategy was to have citizen observers. The project team facilitated the 
selection of observers by local communities from amongst them.

The training of the 72 individuals selected from the benefiting communities aimed at getting them acquainted with the 
responsibilities of accredited election observers. These observes consisted of 48 men and 27 women (including youths 
of both sexes). Having participated in voter education and mandate protection sensitization events, these persons already 
had a working knowledge of electoral procedures. Thus the training focused on election day processes, stakeholders and 
their duties, and INEC regulations.

The training was aimed at making participants understand the purpose of election observation, the different activities 
involved in election observation, what to observe, code of conduct for election observers and report writing and role of 
election observation in promoting credible, free and fair elections.

SHEHU MUSA YAR’ADUA FOUNDATION CASE 2015 COLLABORATION 

SDN/Centre LSD used the Yar’Adua Centre’s Content Aggregation System for Elections (CASE 2015) election reporting 
platform. CASE 2015 is a technology-enabled, multi-stakeholder election observation system designed to improve the 
scope and detail of information available to civil society and other stakeholders during and after elections. The benefit 
of the partnership was that it made sending real time verified incident reports on election day possible. The reports 
were sent to stakeholders tasked with responding to incidents. This was a departure from the norm where reports from 
observers were usually obtained after the elections, making any response a post-election matter. The platform also 
allowed for unified high quality template for election reporting.

To maximise the partnership, the 72 observers were given hands-on training on how to effectively deploy the CASE 
2015 election reporting tool. They were pleased that the platform’s tools - the SMS and Phone App -  made it easier 
for observers to capture relevant information during the polls and send real time reports. All participants accredited to 
observe the 2015 polls were registered on the CASE 2015 platform to enable them report effectively using the platform.
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ELECTION OBSERVATION 

Within the engagement period, INEC conducted four elections - standalone Gubernatorial elections in Ekiti and Osun 
states (June and August 2014 respectively), Presidential and National Assembly elections (March 2015), and Governorship 
and House of Assembly Elections (April 2015). The Delta State Independent Electoral Commission also conducted local 
government elections for the 25 Chairmanship seats and the respective legislative assemblies in October 2014. It was 
valuable that the election team observed the stand alone elections as it afforded the team invaluable first hand experience 
that proved very useful during community engagements in preparation for the general elections in 2015.

PRE-2015 ELECTIONS

The elections in 2014 gave INEC the opportunity to try out and test some of the innovative procedural changes the 
commission planned to put into effect during the national and state elections. The experiences garnered from the stand 
alone elections appeared to have improved INEC’s preparation for the 2015 general elections.  Notable amongst these 
changes were the use of Super RACs - a system where election materials and officials are “camped” in a location on the 
eve of the election to make it possible for 80% - 90% of Polling Units to be opened by 8:00 AM on election day. Also, the 
use of Permanent Voter Cards for accreditation and voting was significant as it was a crucial step towards the use of card 
readers during the 2015 general elections.

All relevant stakeholders - the political parties, civil society, security agencies, media, and the electorate reviewed general 
performance and provided useful recommendations. Lessons learned from the Osun and Ekiti elections contributed 
immensely to INEC’s strategy for the 2015 general elections.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED
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CARD READER TEST

INEC deployed 1,602 personnel for a largely successful mock run of accreditation that gave observers a glimpse of the 
card readers in action. It ran the dual purpose of allowing registered voters to experience the much-discussed procedure, 
and gave INEC the opportunity to test their technical and logistical capability. The exercise held on Saturday at 225 polling 
units and 358 voting centres in 12 wards, across 12 states of the federation – two from each political zone. The South-
South zone the exercise held in Umuezeu Ward in Oshimili South, Delta State and Oromenike Ward 1 in Port Harcourt, in 
Rivers State.

The election team observed that the exercise was fairly successful. INEC officials performed their duties and functions in 
a professional manner in collaboration with security personnel. The failure of the Card Reader to recognise fingerprints 
was the exception rather than the rule. This may have been due to dirt and grease on the fingerprints or the quality of 
the original fingerprints taken for the voter. There were a few technical glitches which was quite normal when a new 
technology is being tested for the first time. However these issues raised concern on the capacity of the server to handle 
thousands of simultaneous requests from across the nation on election day.

The test served its purpose - it allowed relevant stakeholders, especially INEC, to observe the strengths and weaknesses 
of the system in real time and provided them with specific action points in preparation for the general elections.

“Is my name on the register?“ A voter trying to get accredited during the card reader test in Port Harcourt
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2015 GENERAL ELECTIONS 

SDN/Centre LSD deployed the 72 trained citizen observers to look out for significant incidents at every stage of the election 
process and report on the spot using the CASE 2015 reporting tools. They observed the elections in communities where 
they live and have knowledge about. Backed with their accreditation tags from INEC, the observers had the opportunity 
to rove around the polling units close to where they live. They were also given a checklist to guide their reporting. We 
received reports of incidents relating to the use of the Card Reader, performance of polling officials, inducement and/or 
intimidation voters, turnout of voters, election results at the polling unit level, and violence.

Direct communication links were established and maintained with civil society groups like the Nigeria Civil Society 
Situation Room, CASE 2015 hub and the Women’s Situation Room in Port Harcourt.

To enhance existing grassroots systems for reporting, the Niger Delta Watch (nigerdeltawatch.org) and Frontline SMS 
platforms were developed to contact, receive and publish verified election reports from citizen observers in several Niger 
Delta communities. Existing relationships were leveraged to encourage individuals in our networks who live in the Niger 
Delta communities to share any election related reports via SMS, phone call or email. These platforms were interfaced 
with the Case 2015 platform to ensure that there was ease of information sharing.

To prompt their reports, messages were sent via sms to all citizen observers asking them the following:

(DAY BEFORE ELECTION) 
Good day from SDN, working with citizens for free & fair elections. Do you expect to vote without problems tomorrow? 
SMS this number
 
(ELECTION DAY) 
Good morning from SDN, working with citizens for free & fair elections. Is accreditation going smoothly in your polling 
unit? SMS this number. 

Good afternoon from SDN, working with citizens for free & fair elections. Have you been able to vote? Have there been 
problems in your area? SMS this number
 
(DAY AFTER ELECTION)
Good day from SDN, working with citizens for free & fair elections. Did you see the results announced at your unit? Was 
it a fair count? SMS this number
 
Feedback during the two elections were positive as thousands of messages were received via various channels and 
contact points. All relevant information was followed up to ascertain veracity. All verified information/reports were 
escalated to the relevant channels and published on Niger Delta Watch.

ACTIVITIES IMPLEMENTED

“We’ve got our eyes 
on you“ - Voters tell 
poll official 
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While a post-engagement evaluation would have allowed for proper overall outcome and impact evaluation, observations 
made in the course of the engagement showed that interest in participating in the election process improved in the 
communities. This was possible because of the ordering and timing of final activities, especially those on voter education 
close to the elections. The knowledge and fired-up spirits were taken with them fresh into the elections. Most beneficiaries 
of the trainings conducted themselves distinctively in line with the enlightenment received. 

COMMUNITY LEVEL CIVIC/VOTER EDUCATION EVENTS 

A major impact was the reawakening of interest in the electoral process and willingness to take part in it. In all six 
communities it was observed that experiences of fraudulent elections and unresponsive governance had dampened 
the faith of the people. Some revealed that the disillusionment they felt regarding the elections and governance system 
pushed them to withhold their participation. The engagement changed some of those mindsets by stressing that apathy 
will only ensure the continuation of the situation. A participant shared his experience:  

The politicians do not allow us choose who we want. It is a waste of time coming out to vote because they choose 
the winners in government house. Even when they are in office they forget about the people so I decided not to 
waste my time voting.

                                                                                     - Alasuo, Oporoma community  

Some other participants revealed that in previous elections, they would cast their votes and immediately go back home. 
They never worried about what would happen to their votes thereafter:

Before this project came to my community, I didn’t see the need to stay back after I cast my votes, it was always 
‘cast and go’, but after I understood my civic rights as a citizen of Nigeria, my attitude towards electoral matters 
changed.

                                                                                       - Nordee, Kpite Community

Community engagements gave residents an opportunity to express their opinions 
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Another impact was enlightenment. On engagement, it was discovered that long practice of the wrong approach to 
election had made it seem the ideal pattern especially to the younger citizens. Another participant echoed this:  

The problem we have here is ignorance. Some people ignorantly think that the present way elections are done is 
the right way. They don’t see anything wrong because they have not been sensitized.

                                                                                      - Corbon, Oporoma community

In addition to rekindling interest in participation, and enlightenment on best practice, the engagement helped build 
cohesion and communal approach to mandate protection. It was made clear during the voter education sessions that 
individual actions would not provide as much result as mass actions. This was welcomed:

I know that as an individual there is very little I can do to change anything. I agree that we need to act together 
as one so that we cannot be easily subdued by the politicians. With this knowledge we are ready to protect our 
votes again.

                                                                                                         - Berezi, Kaiama community

RADIO TOWN HALLS

There were notable impacts. The events challenged stakeholders to work together to support credible and transparent 
elections in through citizen enlightenment and respect for democratic process ahead of the 2015 general elections. In the 
end, the following issues were addressed: voter registration and PVC concerns; responsibilities of citizens in the election 
cycle; adverse impacts of political apathy on the governance process; need for increased women and youth participation 
in the political process; and mandate protection measures.

TRAINING FOR ELECTION OBSERVERS

This had a positive outcome. It offered all 72 participants a special opportunity to participate as voters and election 
observers in their areas of registration. The intensiveness of the training ensured they had the right knowledge of the 
electoral process, rationale for observation, regulations for observers and use of manual and electronic checklists (CASE 
2015) for effective observation. Participants acknowledged the usefulness of the training. This was demonstrated during 
election observation.

This is a very good and creative platform, I am glad to know that whatever I see and report at my unit in my 
community can also be seen almost immediately in Abuja and given keen response. It is time to change the face 
of things, no more hidden mago mago…

                                                                                       -Gentle, Erema Community

OUTCOMES OF ENGAGEMENT
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ELECTION OBSERVATION

On-the-spot reporting of events to the situation room by observers in the three states provided first-hand information 
on happenings on election days. Incidents were reported with evidence. The more experienced SDN/Centre LSD team 
members coordinated the observers to ensure uniformity in reporting. The final observation report documents the various 
observer accounts received over the course of the elections.

The experiences (including) challenges faced by each observer has been well documented to shape future observations. 
More importantly, through the project a network of observers has been established that could be mobilised and deployed 
for subsequent elections beginning with the gubernatorial election in Bayelsa State to hold late 2015 or early 2016. Their 
experience observing the general elections will be of great value in future engagements.

During the course of the two elections, over 5000 text messages from observers were received on the Frontlinesms 
platform and hundreds of phone calls and emails reporting incidents. The network of observers willing to report on 
happenings in their location was greatly expanded during this period.

A good network of information sharing with other observer groups in and outside the region was developed. The ease of 
access to information gathered by other CSO platforms/groups like the Situation Room and CASE 2015 proved invaluable.

I used to be one of the boys that snatched ballot boxes and chase voters away from polling units during 
elections. This is what many unemployed young men in my community do during elections. We are well paid by 
the politicians. I always look forward to elections, because I know I will make some money.

I was invited to one of your trainings in my community and my perception on these things changed. We used to 
complain that the politicians used us during the election, and then dump us afterwards. After elections they act 
like they don’t know you All the work we did for them got us nowhere; they never fulfilled their promises to us, 
we risked our lives and our families yet we were treated like plagues afterwards. Some of us got arrested and 
no one came to bail us. We had to face the law while those who sent us enjoyed in their castles.

I understood my rights and responsibilities as a citizen, the importance of protecting my mandate as a citizen 
and holding leaders responsible for promises made during campaigns. I went back and thought it through and 
decided I was going to fight for development as my right instead of being used as a pawn to commit electoral 
offences at the expense of true development. I spoke to my friends and some of us have left the gang. We have 
decided to use our experience to protect votes rather than steal them. This is an act we can be proud of.

                                                                                                                                  DUMGBUE WIIBEE - KPITE
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COMMUNITIES PROTECT THEIR MANDATE 

The major deliverable of the engagement was to see benefitting communities apply the skills transferred and strategies 
devised to protect their mandate in the 2015 general elections. Obvious collaborative and practical actions were taken 
by the people to exercise their right to vote and defend their choices. Below  are the experiences in focus communities 
in the three states:

RIVERS STATE

The general elections in Rivers State was conducted in an atmosphere that was tense, violent and brutish. The proliferation 
of arms and prevalence of cult groups positioned the state as one of the most violent in the country. In the build up to 
the elections, escalating reports of mayhem inflicted daily on the lives and property of perceived political rivals and their 
acquaintances became the norm. Thousands of residents were believed to have fled the state as election day drew closer.
It was against this volatile backdrop that residents of Kpite and Erema communities imbibed the mandate protection 
mantra. Many residents who benefitted from the trainings and sensitization events expressly stated their intention to put 
into practice their newfound knowledge and skill in order to ensure that their votes counted at the polls. Sadly, when 
election day arrived, they did not have the opportunity to show this.

On the eve of March 28, Kpite community became embroiled in a barrage of gunshot and clashes perpetrated by 
supporters of rival political parties. It was reported that most of the culprits came from outside the community. Two 
persons were killed while several sustained severe injuries. Even after the shooting stopped around midday on March 
28, residents were too scared to leave their homes to vote. A few of the trained observers who courageously went out 
reported that electoral officers and materials did not arrive until around 3:00 PM, and when the polls finally opened, only 
a handful of voters came out to exercise their franchise. Most residents in the community remained indoors, fearing for 
their lives.

Two weeks later, during the gubernatorial polls on April 11, citizen observers reported that they did not see any INEC 
official nor election materials in their community as at 2:00 PM. This was reported to the INEC headquarters via its Twitter 
handle, but there was no noticeable response to the report. It was later reported that the materials meant for the Ward 
had been diverted to an undisclosed location by agents of one of the main political parties. Regrettably, when the results 
from Tai Local Government were collated, fictitious figures from Kpite’s Ward was included.

Erema community had a similar experience on the election days as they were not exempt from the volatility in the state. 
Just a few hours into the election, citizen observers reported that the local youth leader of one of the political parties was 
killed by armed thugs from an opposing party. The tale of bloodshed and intimidation chased residents away from the 
polling units, as turnout was very low. The few residents who were brave enough to go to their polling units to vote did 
not get just reward for their efforts as armed gangs hijacked ballot boxes at will.

The general insecurity in the state was exacerbated by the surprise absence of armed security in strategic locations. The 
presence of the military in the state was very light, which gave armed gangs a free pass to act at will.

The untenable environment thus made it difficult if not impossible for residents of Kpite and Erema communities, like 
other places in the state, to apply the mandate protection measures they had learnt. Understandably, their priority on the 
day of the election was self-preservation. This notwithstanding, the knowledge is not lost, as many project beneficiaries 
still believe in the system and, given the more tenable conditions in future elections, will look for way to put it to practice. 

OUTCOMES OF ENGAGEMENT
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BAYELSA STATE

Because former president Jonathan hails from Bayelsa, majority of the people of the state voted for his party in the 
Presidential and National Assembly elections. There was no governorship election in Bayelsa (it is scheduled for late 
2015) so the contest was over who occupied the 24 seats of the state house of assembly. In Kaiama, there was again 
the challenge of ensuring the will of the political class did not prevail over the choice of the people in the election for the 
constituency the community is part of.   While the ruling party in the state worked to secure victory for its candidate who 
was the incumbent, the people preferred a candidate from an opposition party who in their view had better credibility. 
They aggregated to ensure a credible process where a winner would only emerge if he scored the most lawful votes. The 
introduction of the PVC and Card Reader was a boost to their efforts as it helped in reawakening their confidence in the 
process.

The Election was free of incidents even though some desperate manipulative moves were reported by observers. There 
were reports of late arrival of election officials and voting materials which  appeared to be a deliberate act to frustrate 
voters. Materials arrived some voting units incomplete yet the people stayed committed to exercising their power. Also 
reported was mass voter inducement with money. The candidate of the ruling party won in other constituent communities 
where little or no efforts were made to protect their mandate but lost in Kaiama to the generally preferred candidate. 
Coincidentally, beneficiaries of the engagement’s trainings were prominent in all of the efforts. 

Oporoma was not as successful as Kaiama. The zeal was demonstrated but there was an overwhelming control by the 
ruling party in the state. Like in Kaiama, the election for the legislator to represent the area was more contested than other 
elections. Observers reported several manipulative schemes to subvert the process including non-provision of voting 
materials. Pliant electoral officials ensured the process started late. Vote buying was widespread and results were not 
counted and declared at the unit, ward, and constituency levels as required. These happened despite protestations by 
some members of the community.

On the evening of the state assembly election there was disagreement over results announced for other constituencies. 
The disagreement was taken to Oporoma for the attention of the Electoral Officer for the LGA. It was poorly managed so 
immediately escalated to violent proportion. One person was shot in the arm and many others were injured. The ensuing 
gunfire left Oporoma people scampering for safety, giving no further attention to registering their complaints to the 
Electoral Officer. The situation took some days to return to normalcy.

DELTA STATE

On the day of the Gubernatorial and State Houses of Assembly election  in Bomadi, observers deployed reported that 
there was marked departure from the usual pattern of election in the community as citizens fully participated in the polling 
exercise. It was also reported that citizens not only voted, but waited all through the exercise to ensure that their votes 
counted. In Bomadi Ward 1, Unit 007, Ward 10, Unit 001 and 005, voting was not orderly but the electorates stayed till the 
end. Mrs. Philomena who observed the elections stated:

The people said they decided to stay back to protect their votes because of the trainings they received. They said 
they have penciled down today for the election and as such will not go until the entire process is concluded. Some 
of our members are also in different communities. They are there to make sure that things do not degenerate. With 
the Police numbers given to us by Centre LSD which we have circulated amongst our members, we would report 
any form of misdemeanor to both the police and other responders.

Similar reports were sent in by other observers in the community.
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In Orogun community, mandate protection work began at the Orogun Primary School and Emonu primary school where 
INEC used as RAC a day before the April 11 election, The community mobilized their youth to keep guard in the area to 
forestall any attempt by party members to connive with INEC officials to tamper with the electoral materials as well as 
prevent party thugs stealing the materials. They also helped in ensuring that the materials got to every unit by ensuring 
that a team of youth from  followed the materials with motor bikes as soon as they left the RAC.

At virtually all the polling units in Orogun where we deployed observers on the day of the Presidential and National 
Assembly elections, it was reported that the electorates refused to leave the precincts of the polling units. According to 
Mr. Ojenike an electorate in Aragba Orogun Community ward 2, Polling Unit 11:

Our group is on ground here. Anybody who tries to intimidate us will be resisted. We will stay here and participate 
in both the sorting and counting. We are aware that some political party people want manipulate the process. If 
they do we would tell them that it is is no longer business as usual. I think that our stay here is already sending 
them the message to stay clear as no form of rigging will be allowed here. 

At Emonu Orogun, ward 2 unit 015, the youth were in their elements. Mr. Onovughe, a beneficiary of the engagement said:

We are here to vote and ensure that everything is orderly based on the training we got. Any act of cheating will 
not be allowed to ensure that the aspirations of the people are met. We are here to ensure that any one that 
wins would win honorably.  In all the places, we have told them to go by the rules. If they behave in a way that 
contradicts the set standard for election, we will resist them and you know what that can mean.  

In Otogor Ward 2, Unit 015, an electorate said: “There was a showdown between electorates and some party thugs. 
The youth who obviously came to cast their votes withstood some party thugs who came ostensibly to snatch polling 
materials”. 

From the different experiences in these states, SDN was able to produce a swift update on the Presidential/National 
Assembly Elections and a detailed report on the Rivers Governorship Election which can be found  here:

http://www.stakeholderdemocracy.org/nigerdeltawatch/media/uploads/jwysiwyg/rivers-local-government-election-
observations.pdf

OUTCOMES OF ENGAGEMENT

 I know that as an individual there is very little I can do to change anything. I agree that we need to act together 
as one so that we cannot be easily subdued by the politicians. With this knowledge we are ready to protect our 
votes again.

                                                                                                                               BEREZI - KAIAMA COMMUNITY
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A major challenge encountered was participants’ demand for money. That appeared to have been the motivation some 
needed to participate. Despite assurances that there was provision for refreshment and refund of transportation expenses, 
some participants were unruly especially in Oporoma and Erema. In these communities some asked for more refund of 
transportation expenses than was budgeted for.

It was difficult convincing the people on the importance of gender sensitivity and increased women participation. While 
some men appeared set in the cultural belief of limited role for women, some women did not think it would be easy for 
them to participate in public processes. This had to be specially addressed during every activity.

General insecurity in the region inhibited some observers. Real threat to lives and property made the Niger Delta a difficult 
place to observe elections. Brave observers who risked their safety had to be circumspect in deciding on places to go to 
during the elections. Thus, high risk zones were avoided.

INEC personnel were not as cooperative with observers as should ordinarily be the case. most of our observers reported 
dealing with poll officials unwilling to talk to observers or disclose accreditation or general process information. This is 
despite the fact that INEC regulations mandate poll officials to disclose to observers upon request, all information lawfully 
allowed for the proper assessment of the process.
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One important lesson that we will remember in planning similar engagements in future is the need to include post-
engagement visits to target communities for impact evaluation. Such visits would be planned to take place few weeks 
after disengagement by which time outcomes can be rightly measured against set goals to determine impact. 

There is a huge knowledge gap in Niger Delta communities. More engagements like this one will help to close the gap. 
There is a strong desire for change and zeal to work out the change but partnerships especially with donors and CSO for 
intensive sensitization are few.

Engagements on governance would yield far more results if they span longer periods than they do currently. A minimum 
of two years of continuous outreach to communities before elections will better prepare citizens to collectively tackle the 
inherent challenges that plague the conduct of elections in their locales.

LESSONS LEARNED


